O6-methylguanine and A.C and G.T mismatches cause asymmetric structural defects in DNA that are affected by DNA sequence.
Mismatched and modified base pairs are central to questions of DNA mutation and repair. NMR and X-ray crystallography of mispairs indicate little to no local helical distortion, but these techniques are not sensitive to more global distortions of the DNA molecule. We used polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and thermal denaturation to examine A.C, G.T, and O6-methylG.T and O6-methylG.C mismatches synthesized in place of either of two adjacent G.C base pairs in synthetic DNA duplexes. Substitution for G.C at either position decreased the stability of the duplex; O6-methylguanine was more destabilizing in place of the 5'G than in place of the 3'G. Comparisons between polymers synthesized so that lesions occurred regularly spaced on the same side of the helix and polymers synthesized so that the lesions alternated from side to side on the helix showed that these lesions introduced helical distortion composed of (i) a symmetric frictional component, probably caused by localized bubble formation, and (ii) an asymmetric component indicative of a more global effect on the DNA molecule. Comparisons between these effects at the two adjacent positions show that the extent of structural perturbation depends on sequence context.